Pedestrian Barrier Telescopic Gate Assembly instructions

M033-041-100RL (650-1000mm)

Components

*Some components included within “M” bundles.

Telescopic Gate
PB-K-TGATE

Telescopic Gate Accessories
PB-K-TGA

Telescopic Gate Fixings
PB-K-GATE-FXG

Tools required

Rubber mallet

2.5mm

allen key

4mm

allen key

5.5mm

allen key

6mm

allen key

Circlip/long nose pliers
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Orientation

Right Hand

Left Hand

Direction of escape

Min 860mm
Max 1210mm

Hinge Post: PB Mid post

Catch post: PB end post

Always open into walkway

Direction of escape

Min 860mm
Max 1210mm

Hinge Post: PB Corner post

Catch post: PB end post

Always open into walkway
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Gate Installation:

1. Install hinge and catch post as per Pedestrian Barrier instructions.

2. Connect the gate hinge to the hinge post.

3. Fasten the gate to the post at each connecting point using the gate fixing kit.

4. Using allen keys secure each of the 3 fixing points.

5. Adjust telescopic arm to suit opening.

6. Secure telescopic arm by securing set screws on the underside of both the top and bottom tubes.

7. If desired, apply the PUSH and PULL labels as appropriate.

8. Gate installation complete.
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RH/LH Gate swap:

1. Telescopic Gate as standard is supplied in the RH orientation (reference page 2 fo 5)

2. Using long nose pliers/circlip pliers remove pin retaining circlip.

3. Fasten the gate to the post at each connecting point using the gate fixing kit.

4. Remove the gate arm assembly from the hinge plate assembly.

5. Using a 4mm allen key remove the cam retaining cap head screws.

6. Rotate bottom cam from RH to LH orientation.

7. Using 4mm allen key secure cam into the LH orientation using the removed cap head screws.

8. Replace the gate arm assembly back on the hinge plate assembly.
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9. Remove the hinge pin from the gate assembly.

10. Using long nose pliers/circlip pliers remove pin retaining circlip.

11. Ensure all 4 set screws in the gate arm are loosened off.

12. Remove the telescopic arm from the gate assembly.

13. Spin/flip around the remaining gate assembly to other direction.

14. Spin/flip over the telescopic arm to match the other direction.

15. Reinstall the telescopic arm into the gate assembly in the new orientation.

16. Conversion to LH orientation complete.